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SUMMARY 

The facts in this bulletin were gathered by a careful in- 
vestigation in which more than two hundred farmers’ organ- 
izations made reports to the Kansas Agricultural Experiment 
Station. These set forth the extent and importance of co- 
operation in the state. 

Since 1910 the number of farmers’ economic cooperative 
concerns has been rapidly increasing. In 1915 about one- 
sixth of the farmers of Kansas were members of cooperative 
concerns and the value of their business exceeded $41,000,000. 
On the basis of war prices they probably did a business of
more than $100,000,000 in 1918. The successful two-thirds 
of the cooperative concerns reporting made savings of 6 per- 
cent and upwards on the value of the total business transacted, 
after paying all costs including interest on their capital. About 
one-third of the concerns were in no sense making financial 
savings for their patrons. 

Although Kansas has a cooperative law which clearly stipu- 
lates the essential principles of cooperative organization, 
farmers’ concerns in many cases fail to apply all of the prin- 
ciples which experience indicates would make for greatest 
development and fullest usefulness. The experience of the 
concerns reporting indicates that application of the five prin- 
ciples of cooperative organization dealing with membership, 
capital, payment of interest on capital, division of savings, 
management, and voting, is essential to the successful estab- 
lishment and maintenance of truly successful cooperative en- 
deavor. 

The benefits which cooperative organizations have obtained 
are not confined to financial returns. In addition to money sav- 
ings, cooperation stimulates improvement in the quality and 
quantity of farm products, promotes knowledge of marketing, 
and creates individual and group interest in the economic and 
social problems of the community. 
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1Contribution No. 3 from the Department of Agricultural Economics. 

periment Station throughout the period required for the investigation herein reported,
2T h e  author was a member of the investigational staff of the Kansas Agricultural Ex-

being in charge of Agricultural Economics at  the time the work was completed and the 
manuscript presented for publication. 
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TIME OF ESTABLISHMENT 
Without attempting to trace the history of the farmers’ co-

operative movement in the state, a t  least one of  these con- 
cerns dates back to the Granger days of 1876, nine years after 
the eventful founding of the Patrons o f  Husbandry. Most of
the existing cooperative societies o f  Kansas, however, owe
their origin to the period since 1900 in which the Farmers 
Educational and Cooperative Union has played a most impor- 
tant part.  According to Table I more than 62 percent of 

the reporting organizations have been established since 1910 
and 95 percent since 1900. This suggests that cooperation 
is increasing in importance. To a considerable extent the in- 
crease is a movement on the part of farmers to stimulate or
create competitive conditions which will require buyers to bid 
higher for  farm products. 

MEMBERSHIP 
Probably about one-sixth of the farmers of Kansas are

members of cooperative organizations engaged in business 
activities. In  Table II are presented estimates of the member- 
ship in each type of farmers’ cooperative business in the state. 
Excluding the membership o f  insurance companies, there are 
twenty to thirty thousand farmers who believe in and are 
attempting to demonstrate the value of  cooperative endeavor. 
Often farmers belong to more than one cooperative organiza- 
tion, hence there is some duplication in the figures of Table II.
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TABLE II.-ESTIMATED MEMBERSHIP OF COOPERATIVE 
CONCERNS, 1915 

Type of concern (a) 

---_- I I-- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Stores. 
Elevators.. 276 

65 
14,190 .................... 2.13 15,795 

Livestock shipping.. , , , , . , . . 59 177 10,443 
Grain and produce shipping., 
Miscellaneous. . , . . , . . , . , . , 77 

45 
72 
61 

6,644 
2,745 

Total. , , . , , . , , . , . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _--- 
Grand total.. . . . . . . . . .  192,712 

of Cooperation in Kansas,” pages 47-61. 
For detailed statistics relating to the various concerns mentioned in this table see 

TABLE VALUE OF BUSINESS TRANSACTED
BY COOPERATIVE CONCERNS, 1915.

Type of concern     reporting
Number   value of    total value 

Av.       Estimated 

business    of business 
I- 

Elevators.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  276 $126,576 $34,934,976 
Stores.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  65  45,931 2,985,616 

Other concerns.. 
Livestock shipping.. , . . , . I . .           59              10,000               590,000 . . . . . . . . . . .  I 122       23,283     2,840,526

Total..  
31             157,047           4,868,457

522  $79,216 $41,351,017 
Insurance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Grand total.. 553   $83,579 $46,219,474 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . .  

Student Student


Student Student


Student Student


Student Student


Student Student


Student Student


Student Student


Student Student
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MONEY SAVINGS THROUGH COOPERATION 

Almost without exception successful cooperative concerns 
reported a considerable saving after paying current expenses 
and a nominal return on all capital, including that used in pro- 
viding a place to work, necessary equipment, and interest on 
borrowed money. Those organizations reporting indicated 
savings of from 2 percent to 60 percent on the business trans- 
acted, but the average is probably not more than 5 or  6 per- 
cent, as indicated in Table IV. More than half of the concerns 

made savings ranging from 4 to 8 percent which were pro- 
rated back to the cooperators in proportion to  their contribu- 
tion by sale or  purchase to the size of the whole undertaking. 
Almost two-thirds of the organizations made savings of 6 per-
cent or more. 

It should be emphasized that not all cooperative undertak- 
ings are able to make savings. In many cases the results of 
cooperation cannot be measured in dollars and cents, while in 
others the enterprises are conducted on the basis of merely 
paying costs involved, the members sharing in the benefits 
arising from lower costs. Out of 173 concerns which gave 
information on this point, 65, for some unknown reason, did 
not make a return of savings to the cooperators. Probably 
not more than two-thirds of existing cooperative concerns are 
successful, so that some proportion of these 65 organizations 
which did not make savings, were unsuccessful enterprises. 

On an average i t  is quite likely that the farmers of Kansas 
who belong to cooperative organizations, are annually making 
savings of not less than 5 percent on the value of the products 
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which they individually contribute to their cooperative con- 
cerns. For the year 1915 the average cooperating farm 
family probably saved from $65 to  $100, while in 1918 the 
amount was probably $150 to $250.  Cooperation successfully 
applied by Kansas farmers is worth while in a financial way,
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CHARACTER OF COOPERATION
ELIGIBILITY TO MEMBERSHIP 

Of 172 organizations which reported on eligibility of indi- 
viduals to membership, 131 indicated no restrictions or limita- 
tions whatever, while 41 enumerated various requirements 
such a s  “membership in Farmers’ Union.” The underlying 
cooperative idea is to promote the efficiency of operating a 
business by means of providing a larger volume of trade than 
is otherwise possible. With efficient management, most under- 
takings which farmers attempt to handle cooperatively yield 
larger and larger savings as the volume of business is in- 
creased. For this reason all individuals who produce or con- 
sume the products which a given cooperative concern is en- 
titled to handle, should be free to join. Limitations, if any, 
stipulate that membership be confined to patrons of the busi- 
ness, and that “chronic knockers’’ or other persons incapable 
of effective cooperation be denied the right to join. Such pro- 
visions do away with many causes of dissatisfaction and of 
serious trouble. Unfortunately too few of the cooperative con- 
cerns in Kansas are availing themselves of these serviceable 
precautions. 

CAPITAL 

To conduct most kinds of business it is necessary to  have a 
certain amount of land, buildings, adequate machinery and 
other equipment, together with supplies, raw material, and 
labor. The required funds to meet these expenditures are 
ordinarily contributed by those who intend to assume the risks 
and responsibilities of the business. Farmers who resort to 
cooperation choose one out of several important methods of 
conducting business. 

The corporation, which a t  present is the principal form of 
organization, rests upon the idea that any group which feels 
capable of handling in one  way or another a given kind or
series of products, and thereby making returns on a given in- 
vestment of capital, is free to incorporate and start activities. 
The gaining of a profit is usually of f a r  greater concern to the 
owners of the capital than the reduction of costs and the in- 
crease of production. Farmers feel that it is entirely appro- 
pirate for  them to  enter the business field for the purpose of 
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investing such amounts of capital as are required for the oper- 
ation of given lines of business a t  minimum cost and for maxi- 
mum savings to themselves. Such procedure tends to  increase 
production because of the higher net returns. It should be 
noted, however, that while a corporation seeks to  make use of 
business to earn the highest possible returns on the capital in- 
vested with neutral regard for the patrons, a cooperative con- 
cern seeks to use that amount of capital which will develop the 
business itself to  the fullest usefulness t o  the patrons, in keep- 
ing with their welfare. 

In accordance with this  fundamental idea, cooperators find 
that capital,while essential to the operation of their business, 
is not to be thought of as an investment from which handsome 
earnings are to be derived. Instead, cooperators contribute 
adequate funds t o  develop chosen undertakings and thereby 
save for themselves considerable sums which in a corporation 
go, not to the patrons of the undertaking, but to the owners of 
the capital. 

The amount of capital required for successful development 
of the enterprise varies greatly with the kind of undertaking, 
the level of prices, and the desired size of the building, equip- 
ment, and business. In Table V are presented facts concern- 
ing some of the cooperative enterprises having the greatest 
need for capital. Experience emphasizes, however, that the 
average concern is rarely as successful as it ought to be, so 
that more than an average allowance of capital is usually de- 
sirable. Some idea of the variations in amount of authorized 
and of paid-in capital is shown in Tables V and VI. On an 
average about 60 percent of the authorized capital is paid in. 
In very few instances was the entire authorized capital paid 
up.
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In the 175 cases studied there were 139 having authorized 
capital ranging from $5,000 to  $15,000, while the paid-up 
capital in 144 instances ranged from $3,000 to $10,000. 

LIMITATIONS OF CAPITAL OWNERSHIP 
Although the Kansas law authorizing the establishment of

cooperative organizations strictly limits the ownership of
capital by an individual member to 5 percent of the total, most 
of the organizations reporting apply this principle very in- 
effectively. A large number of the cooperative concerns in 
the state are therefore continually exposed to the danger of
being converted into corporations, against the interests of the 
majority of the farmer members. 

Where cooperators are to provide the capital for their under- 
takings, arrangements fo r  acknowledging payment and for 
assigning personal interests in, or ownership of the property 
acquired by the group, should be fixed upon a democratic basis. 
The size of the individual minimum contribution and the 
method of payment should be such as to enable every coopera- 
tively inclined producer in the community to gain membership. 
At the same time the shares should be large enough to permit 
the raising of adequate funds without calling on each prospec- 
tive member to subscribe for many more than one share. The 
size of the shares in 172 concerns is shown in Table VII.  It
will be seen that two-thirds of the organizations fixed their 
shares a t  either $10 or $25.  The 25-dollar shares were the 
most popular. 
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PAYMENT OF INTEREST ON CAPITAL

No uniform practice is followed concerning the payment of 
interest on the capital of cooperative associations in Kansas. 
Out of 173 organizations reporting, 47 paid no interest on 
capital. The other 126 paid interest a t  various rates ranging 
from 3 to 100 percent. The rates most frequently paid were 
8, 10, and 5 percent named in order of importance and amount- 
ing to almost two-thirds of the concerns reporting on this 
point. More than 70 percent of the organizations which paid 
interest on capital, did so a t  rates ranging from 5 to  14.9 per- 
cent. These and other data are shown in Tables VIII and IX.
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DIVISION OF SAVINGS 

Since cooperation seeks the betterment of the patrons of a
business both financially and otherwise, i t  is by no means possi- 
ble to determine the value of cooperation entirely in terms of
the money returns. On the other hand, the financial success of 
a cooperative organization rests distinctly upon the degree to 
which the patrons of the concern are thereby given money sav- 
ings. The fact that almost one-fourth of the organizations re- 
ported that they had made payments of interest on capital 
ranging from 20 to 100 percent indicates that owners of the 
capital were frequently receiving fa r  more than nominal rates 
of interest. It also suggests that unless every member con- 
tributed both the same amount of capital and the same amount 
of business to the organization, some members were being 
robbed to pay others excessive returns on the capital which 
they subscribed. Money can almost always be obtained at 
nominal rates for the operation of an honest business, but raw 
material and patronage cannot, unless stimulated by the pros- 
pect of increased returns which cooperation promises. When 
the promised savings are improperly distributed on the basis 
of capital ownership instead of business contributed, it is more 
than likely that the purpose of cooperative organization is be- 
ing defeated. In this particular too large a percent of so-called 
cooperative organizations are depriving their patrons of the 
benefits of cooperation and are therefore restricting their use- 
fulness. 
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MANAGEMENT 

Efficient management is probably the most important prob- 
lem which confronts a cooperative organization. After a 
group of farmers have banded themselves together, elected a 
board of directors, and formulated a policy to govern their 
undertakings, they invariably appoint some inexperienced or 
experienced, capable or incapable man to conduct the enter- 
prise and to see that its work is properly done. As a rule, a
farmer will never make the mistake of employing a city-reared 
store clerk to operate a threshing machine or a professional 
musician or lawyer to plow corn or put up hay. Yet this is 
precisely the sort of error into which he falls when it comes 
to selecting a manager fo r  a business in which he not only has 
invested considerable money, but also through which he ex- 
pects to sell his products and buy his supplies. Very little 
pondering on this important matter will convince one of the 
necessity of entrusting the management of cooperative con- 
cerns to capable men only. The more experience managers 
have had, provided their sympathies and beliefs are in accord- 
ance with cooperative ideals and purposes, the more valuable 
they are. Only competent managers are worth while, even 
though much higher salaries must be paid, fo r  the reason that 
their greater efficiency brings to the cooperators a larger fund 
of savings after paying for the higher salary. 

The facts seem to  indicate that farmers usually consider the 
manager of a cooperative concern of little, if any, greater value 
than the deliveryman of a city grocery store. To them, it 
seems, the man who is capable of assuming the responsibility 
and who possesses the intelligence to handle large sums of 
money and immense quantities of grain, produce, livestock, 
and other products, is no more valuable than the relatively 
uninformed and incapable person who is paid merely to fetch 
and carry. That such conditions exist because farmers, as a 
rule, actually believe there is no difference between a capable 
manager and a common laborer is unlikely. Rather this situa- 
tion exists because in the rush and toil of vigorous rural life 
the farmer has not taken time to think out the relationship of 
adequate  compensation to the possession of knowledge, skill, 
and experience, which are essential qualities of a good manager. 
That managers are generally underpaid is shown in Table X. 
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TABLE X 

The average annual salary of the managers of 154 coopera- 
tive undertakings in 1915 was only  $1,106. In most cases 
where cooperative concerns have had outstanding success, the 
managers have been paid far  above this amount. Only 16.3 
percent of the 154 cooperative organizations that reported, 
paid their managers more than $1,200 a year. Approximately 
41.5 percent paid from $1,000 to  $1,200, inclusive, while 42.2
percent paid less than $1,000. 

CONTROL OR VOTING 

By state law the method of voting in a cooperative concern 
is limited to the principle of one and only one vote by each 
member, of the number of shares representing the 
amount of capital that he has contributed to the organization. 
Thus cooperation in Kansas is designed to be democratic so 
far  as law can make it. In practice, unfortunately, f a r  too 
many organizations fail to guard the interests of their mem- 
bers by this important provision. As a result, it  is by no means 
uncommon for a cooperative concern to become a corporation 
in practice. When the control of an organization changes from 
that of “one-man-one-vote” to that of “one-share-one-vote” it 
is only a simple step fo r  the principal capital owners in the 
concern to vote an increase of the interest rate on capital and 
thereby reduce the size of the savings fund which is prorated 
to the patrons of the business. When such a change has been 
accomplished the organization is a corporation. Too frequently 
cooperation has failed because of such an internal change. 
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EDUCATION 

Successful cooperation is the result of carefully planned 
growth in which every member has been educated to a proper 
appreciation of the merits and obstacles of this kind of activity. 
It is rare indeed to find any kind of cooperative organization 
which does not have to face almost overwhelming difliculties 
and meet with discouraging setbacks a t  one time or another. 
In order to prepare its patrons for these common experiences 
of cooperative endeavor and to so train them that they will 
assume individually the responsibilities of loyalty, continued 
patronage, and good will at the critical points in group action, 
education is indispensable. The experience of cooperative 
organizations indicates that some small proportion of the sav- 
ings should be reserved and used to defray the expense of 
gathering and printing helpful and inspiring information re- 
garding cooperative experience both in local organizations and 
those elsewhere. In successful cooperative organizations there 
is a bond of interest which is created and maintained only by 
a constant feeling on the part  of the cooperators that their 
venture is thoroughly worth while. Such a feeling is prompted 
and intensified by the proper sort of education of the member- 
ship. 

BENEFITS OF SUCCESSFUL COOPERATION 

Cooperation a t  various times has been regarded by enthu- 
siasts as  all but a panacea for the ills of the farmer. As a cure- 
all, however, cooperators find their favorite method of organ- 
ization subject to the various whims and weaknesses of human 
nature which beset other business organizations. As in most 
other methods of creating improved conditions, the farmer 
meets with the necessity of distinguishing between the results 
of cooperative principles properly applied and those improperly 
applied. In a survey of farmers’ cooperative organizations, such 
as that presented in the preceding pages or  in the statistical 
section of this bulletin, pages 47 to 61, there is concrete evi- 
dence of the decided financial benefits of successful cooperative 
endeavor. It would be impossible to evaluate the other benefits 
arising from cooperative relations. They pertain to either 
direct o r  indirect influences which tend to improve the kind, 
quality, and quantity of products turned out by the farmer and 
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to increase his personal interest in the community in which he 
resides. Briefly stated, there are a t  least five kinds of benefits 
which flow from cooperation when successfully developed. 

First, by investing capital in cooperative undertakings 
headed by competent managers, farmers are able to make sav- 
ings which otherwise go as profits to the investors of capital 
in, and the organizers of private corporations and businesses. 

Second, by creating in a community the conditions which 
promote or insure a supply of high-grade products both uni- 
form in quality and adequate in quantity, a community reputa- 
tion is frequently built up which induces buyers to come direct 
to the farmers, who, according to the usual method at present, 
are obliged to go to the buyer. In this way cooperation saves 
for farmers considerable sums of money which otherwise 
figure as part of the cost of marketing. The saving thus re- 
tained for the farmers amounts to a higher price for farm 
products, whether it be prorated back to the patrons or dis- 
tributed to  them in other acceptable ways. 

Third, by determining the aggregate needs of the farmers 
and bringing their individual orders together, cooperation in- 
creases the size of a given business so that the various articles 
and products desired are bought to better advantage. Thus 
cooperating farmers are enabled to save on many farming and 
household necessities, such as machinery, twine, feed, lumber, 
coal, clothing, and flour and other food supplies. 

Fourth, by uniting farmers into interested working groups 
who depend on their manager for market information and ad- 
vice as to what to produce in order to comply with market 
needs and as to when to bring given products to their manager 
for disposal, farm products are produced, graded, packed, and 
sold in such ways as to command the best prices and thereby 
yield to farmers greater returns. 

Fifth, by the contact of farmer with farmer in carrying out 
joint marketing and other enterprises, conditions are brought 
about wherein other community problems are sooner or later 
discovered and given their share of community discussion. As 
a result, a progressive attitude among farmers is incited which 
leads to improvements, not only in the organization and per- 
formance of the work on individual farms, but in the educa- 
tional, social, and religious phases of rural community life. 
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PRINCIPLES OF SUCCESSFUL COOPERATION 
The organization and successful operation of a farmers' co- 

operative undertaking frequently reduces the quantity of farm 
products and farm supplies which are available for handling 
by private business concerns. For this reason corporations 
and business concerns operated purely for private profit quite 
commonly assume antagonistic attitudes toward cooperative 
organizations. Often hostile activities of jealous private com- 
petitors are so designed that either by unfairly raising pur- 
chasing prices and lowering selling prices or by changing the 
form of organization itself to that of a corporation, they are 
able to neutralize the efforts  of, or destroy, their cooperative 
opponents. Those principles or safeguarding features of 
organization which the experiences of cooperative organiza- 
tions have tested and proved essential as a guarantee of the 
permanency of cooperation are of great interest and impor- 
tance. 

It should be emphasized that the only way in which coopera- 
tion is made truly successful is to create and maintain a group 
of cooperators who fully realize the aims, possibilities, ob- 
stacles, and  responsibilities, individually and collectively, 
which pertain to their undertaking. Consequently in attempt- 
ing to start a new organization or in trying to make one already 
established more successful, experience indicates that each and 
all of the prospective or actual members should acquire a clear 
understanding of the points which are called principles of co- 
operation. 

While there are almost countless points which might be 
raised concerning cooperative principles, those which are of the 
greatest immediate practical value may be classified under the 
following six main headings:    (1) Essential Prerequisites. (2) 
Character of Business, (3) Character of Cooperators. (4) 
Organization. (5) Management. (6)   Federation.

ESSENTIAL PREREQUISITES 

The essential prerequisites of successful cooperation are:
(1) Sufficient business; (2) confidence in cooperation; and 
(3) leadership.

SUFFICIENT BUSINESS 

Ordinarily farmers enter into a cooperative organization to  
do something which in the absence of this cooperative endeavor 
would either not be done SO well or  would not be done at all. 
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In a great majority of cases the success which cooperation 
brings is based upon the fact that the services, knowledge, 
purchases, or sales of a larger group of people than hitherto 
are bulked together into a larger undertaking. In any case co- 
operation guarantees that the savings or  services go to the 
patrons of the business instead of to the contributors of capital. 
It can be readily understood that some undertakings might be 
too small to enable the making of any savings and consequently 
there would be nothing to justify farmers in an attempt t o  
cooperate. On the other hand, there are often businesses so
large and efficient that high rates of profit are secured. 

To prospective cooperators the question of how large a vol- 
ume of business can be commanded at the start and how great 
it is likely to become in the course of the first critical years, 
is of supreme importance. When cooperative organizations 
are started with too small a supply of raw material or too 
limited a possibility for  business expansion, almost invariably 
the costs of operation are greater than the margins taken by
private concerns. In these cases the very farmers who have 
established the cooperative concern soon find that the im- 
mediate financial advantages from private concerns are greater 
than those gained through cooperation. As a result such 
farmers lose interest in their organization and it fails. 

It is impossible to say just how large a volume of business 
should be guaranteed before i t  would be safe for a group of 
farmers to organize. Such a statement must be based in every 
case upon a study of the market conditions, price levels for 
raw material, building material, equipment, supplies, labor, 
and all of the other items which must figure as part of the cost 
of doing a certain business at a given place. Farmers who 
have successfully established cooperative undertakings insist 
that those who propose to cooperate should make the gather- 
ing of information of this sort their first step. The knowledge 
which these facts give are needed before organization is at- 
tempted. 

The detailed statistics given in the back of this bulletin may 
prove suggestive to persons interested in promoting coopera- 
tion or  in creating new organizations. In the case of elevators 
considerable information is given concerning the grain avail- 
able, on the basis of 10-year averages, for all elevators in Kan- 
sas as well as averages for the elevators of each county. 
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CONFIDENCE IN COOPERATION 

There are without doubt numerous communities in Kansas 
where there is abundant raw material and where cooperative 
organizations with adequate-sized businesses could be started. 
In some of these communities unsuccessful attempts a t  co- 
operative endeavor have been made while in others no atten- 
tion has ever been paid to  the possibilities of cooperation. 
Manifestly the farmers of such communities have lacked con- 
fidence in  t h e  cooperative principle. This lack of confidence 
may have been justified because of exceedingly fair treatment 
from private business men who, with increasing efficiency and 
comparatively smalI margins, have rendered commendable 
service to all parties in their communities. Again, the lack of 
confidence may have been due to a general lack of knowledge of 
the responsibilities which a cooperative organization requires 
of each member. Whatever the cause may be, cooperative ex- 
perience emphasizes the common saying, “Where there’s a will
there’s, a way.” Facts indicate that farmers cannot expect to
successfully develop a cooperative undertaking if their interest 
is half-hearted, or if there is any appreciable lack of confidence 
in the program and methods at  hand. To attain success, groups 
of cooperators have invariably found that individually and 
mutually the members must feel the need and value of group 
activity. Each and all of them find it necessary not only -to 
have “a fine internal feeling of self-helpfulness,” but a further 
internal feeling of mutual helpfulness. 

LEADERSHIP 

In almost every community where cooperation has become 
an important factor in the economic and social life of farmers, 
some person with outstanding knowledge and enthusiasm for
cooperation has devoted himself unselfishly to the task of lead- 
ership. It is rare indeed to find a community in which many 
persons take an equal interest in problems which concern others 
as much as themselves. Usually farmers are especially indi- 
vidualistic and some unusual personality or conviction is re- 
quired if they are to be brought together for group endeavor. 
It takes leadership to inspire a group of individuals. Leader- 
ship is essential in carrying the education of an interested 
group of farmers to  the point where each is willing to sacri- 
fice something of immediate importance for the greater ulti- 
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mate advancement not only of his own interests but those of 
the others. The greater knowledge and sounder judgment of a 
competent leader gives confidence to the prospective members, 
and in the various business steps which must be taken his ex- 
perience and advice prove indispensable. 

In some cases leadership has been self-appointed, in others 
the group has wisely selected the person who thereafter com- 
manded of them the necessary enthusiasm, services, funds, and 
support. In all cases cooperators find it exceedingly helpful 
to follow the leadership of a well-informed, enthusiastic per- 
son whose judgment is sound. 

CHARACTER OF BUSINESS 

Most successful cooperative undertakings are readily under- 
stood by their patrons, are based on local units, make sufficient 
savings to inspire the loyalty of the patrons, and are decidedly 
nonspeculative. 

READILY UNDERSTOOD BY PATRONS

Experience shows that it  is unreasonable to expect each 
farmer to spend enough time studying the processes and 
methods of a complex business to gain much of an understand- 
ing of them. Yet the fact is greatly stressed by cooperators 
that the understanding which farmers have of their business 
determines the character of the policies which they are willing 
to approve and rigidly support. Those who fail to understand 
the business throughout, usually misinterpret the various busi- 
ness requests which come from the manager, whose responsi- 
bility it is to promote the enterprise. When a manager’s re- 
quests for necessary funds, equipment, methods, and products 
are not granted, owing to a lack of understanding by coopera- 
tors, the business is seriously handicapped. In Kansas and 
every other region where farmers maintain cooperative or-
ganizations, their failure to understand business needs is a
principal cause of unsuccessful cooperation. Frequently pri- 
vate business men affirm that they would long ago have been 
run out of business but for the fact that farmers were usually 
so poorly informed and unprogressive in the business phases 
of their cooperative undertakings. 

Those undertakings which are the more simple and there- 
fore easily comprehended by the farmers of a given community 
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are likely to  be successfully developed through cooperation to 
a much greater extent than complex businesses. As an ex- 
ample, a local elevator business, as compared to a great flour
milling and distributing enterprise, is wonderfully simple and 
easy to see through. It is noteworthy that there are large 
numbers of cooperative elevator concerns, but almost no large 
cooperative flour-milling organizations. 

LOCAL CHARACTER 

Since the essence of cooperation is mutual help, and because 
mutual help among farmers has been by fa r  the most success- 
ful when practiced among the individuals who utilize a single 
shipping point, it is important for farmers to confine their first
efforts to the establishment of local organizations. Later, if 
desirable, these local organizations may become united by co- 
operation among themselves. Almost invariably the first 
stages of cooperative growth require that the members be ac- 
quainted with each other to inspire confidence. Later, after 
the enterprise has developed and most of the personal elements 
of friction have been worn off, personal acquaintance is of less 
importance, the greater confidence in the business itself having 
lessened the need f o r  confidence in the other members. 

In almost every sort of cooperative venture which has proved 
successful, the establishment and permanent maintenance of 
local units has preceded federation. In very few cases has it 
been possible to promote cooperation from outside a given com- 
munity. As examples, a local creamery is easily operated by 
a cooperative concern because the patrons, for the most part, 
center about and do the major portion of their business through 
the same shipping point. There are great numbers of co- 
operative local creameries in regions where the supply of but- 
terfat is adequate. On the other hand, centralizer creameries 
in the United States are rarely ever cooperatively owned and 
operated. They require the gathering of cream from numerous 
communities and under these conditions farmers have rarely 
cooperated successfully until after local organizations have 
been established. In general, therefore, to be successful, farm- 
ers are organizing locally around one shipping point or in 
one community.

SUFFICIENT SAVINGS

Ordinarily farmers are  interested in cooperative organiza- 
tions in proportion to the money returns derived. If an un- 
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dertaking is commenced which, after considerable experience, 
fails either to directly increase prices to farmers for their prod- 
ucts or to make savings which are prorated back to them, in- 
terest lags and eventually disappears. The time to make care- 
ful estimates of the possible savings obtainable by the coopera- 
tive handling of given products has been proved by experience 
to be before the new business is started and not after some 
months or  years of operation. Without exception experienced 
cooperators urge that great difficulties and probable failure face 
the cooperative concern which does not return to its patrons 
a substantial sum of money over and above that which private 
concerns permanently make possible. 

NO SPECULATION 

Farmers as a rule, and Kansas farmers in particular, dis- 
approve of having a manager use their money and products in 
speculative ventures. This is a perfectly reasonable attitude. 
However, records show that a board of directors or a manager 
may attempt to utilize any kind of business in a speculative 
manner. The point which farmers are  particularly concerned 
about is that their undertaking actually be free from the risks 
to which a speculating management might subject it. They are 
also cautious, when organizing, to avoid the selection of enter- 
prises which are of a highly speculative character. In highly 
speculative lines of business, losses occur frequently and with a 
high death rate to the concerns which were blindly started by 
well-intentioned farmers. 

CHARACTER OF COOPERATORS 

The success or failure of cooperative organizations depends 
directly upon the existence of cooperative spirit and the loyalty 
of the cooperators. 

COOPERATIVE SPIRIT 

Farmers, and for that matter people generally, differ greatly 
with respect to the personal characteristics which help or hin- 
der cooperative success. Selfish, individualistic persons find it
much more difficult to cooperate happily and successfully with 
other people than do those of a give-and-take temperament. 
Successful cooperators are enthusiasts for team work. They 
work constantly for the success of their organization and think 
of it  as one of their most important personal affairs. In other 
words, they have become imbued with the real spirit of coopera- 
tion which means practical mutual helpfulness. 
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LOYALTY 

“One’s loyalty t o  country and home” carries a meaning which 
is clearly understood by everyone. Loyalty to  one’s cooperative 
organization means that after choosing to cooperate in a ven- 
ture in which the objects can be realized, the cooperator shall 
give to the organization constant and whole-hearted interest 
and support. Loyalty to a cooperative marketing concern par- 
ticularly means that each farmer will constantly sell all of 
his products or continually purchase all of his supplies through 
the organization of which he is a member. The reasons for 
this are easily explained. The concern is started on the basis 
of a known volume of business determined by the promise of 
each member to do all of his selling or buying through the co- 
operative company. If a larger number of farmers join than 
was at first considered possible the increased size of business 
reduces the cost and increases the savings. On the other hand, 
if fewer farmers join, the smaller volume of business increases 
the cost and reduces the savings. When the patrons of the co- 
operative concern take their products to a private   company or
buy from such companies instead of dealing with their own 
company, they reduce the volume of business handled. This 
increases costs per unit handled and reduces the amount of sav- 
ings. Very frequently the direct result of this disloyalty is to 
change a company from a successful to a bankrupt condition 
which usually brings immediate dissatisfaction among the 
members and leads to ultimate dissolution. Farmers who are 
not willing to deal constantly with their own concern cause 
more difficulty than do those who refuse to join at all. In many 
cases such refusals would have prevented the establishment of 
organizations which failed later on account of inadequate busi- 
ness due to nonsupport of members. 

ORGANIZATION 

The immediate financial purposes which farmers have for 
organizing a cooperative association are first, to make sav- 
ings on the business, and second, to distribute the savings back 
to the patrons of the concern. In accomplishing their purpose, 
farmers handle the same products and follow many of the 
same business procedures which are customary with private 
companies. The essential differences between cooperative com- 
panies and private or corporation companies are found in the 
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provisions regarding membership, capital ownership, rate of 
interest on capital, disposition of savings, and the method of 
voting. Each of these features is designed to  safeguard the 
interests of the group and to realize the ideals of cooperation. 
Successful cooperators insist that each prospective or actual 
member of a cooperative organization has much to gain from 
familiarity with these important principles. 

MEMBERSHIP TO PATRONS ONLY 

Every increase in the volume of business gives added oppor- 
tunity for  greater savings through cooperation. Each pro- 
spective patron of the business is therefore an asset to a co- 
operative organization and the policy of encouraging his pat- 
ronage is worth while. Only those who actually deal with the 
concern, however, should be permitted to become members. 

CAPITAL OWNERSHIP LIMITED 

Those who own considerable proportions of the capital used 
by business concerns frequently exert their influence in favor 
of paying constantly higher rates of interest on capital. The 
logicaI outcome of such tendencies is a corporation instead of 
a cooperative organization. Hence, in order to preserve the 
cooperative principle experience indicates that it is necessary 
to eliminate, so far  as possible, any tendency to manipulate the 
methods of distributing savings in favor of capital owners and 
against the interests of those who contribute business. The 
Kansas law limits the amount of capital which one individual 
may own to 5 percent of the organization's total capital.

INTEREST ON CAPITAL FIXED AND NOMINAL 

Because numerous cooperative companies have slowly 
changed into corporations by increasing the rates of interest 
paid on capital and reducing the amount of savings that are 
returned to the individual cooperators, it  is exceedingly im- 
portant to have limitations in the rate of interest paid on cap- 
ital. It might be well to have capital subscribed on the definite 
condition that interest rates are fixed at a nominal, unalter- 
able rate of 6 percent. Contributors could be informed clearly 
that any savings made on the business would be distributed, 
not on the basis of capital contributed, but in proportion to
their contribution of products or patronage. With this under- 
stood, desire to manipulate fo r  personal advantage would be re- 
duced to  a minimum. 
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SAVINGS TO BENEFIT OF PATRONS 

The best individual welfare of the members of a cooperative 
company is realized when the company itself is developing on 
a successful and financially sound basis, when the cooperators 
are acquiring consistently a fuller knowledge of how to work 
together efficiently, and when there is turned back to patrons 
a measurable saving in the form of money. In the most suc- 
cessful farmers’ concerns the balance, after paying all costs of 
operation, including fixed interest on capital, is distributed to  
the benefit of members partly in the form of a reserve or sink- 
ing fund, partly f o r  educational propaganda, and the rest (or 
major portion) directly to them in cash. As a suggestive pro- 
portional distribution of the net savings which has been suc- 
cessfully used, 20 percent of the total is set aside for  the reserve 
fund, 5 percent for the educational fund, and 75 percent is pro- 
rated to the patrons in cash. That portion of the savings 
which is paid in cash is divided among the members in propor- 
tion to their contribution to the value of the annual business 
transacted by the company. 

CONTROL O R  VOTING 

The control of a cooperatively owned business rests with the 
group. Cooperation is essentially a democratic form of organ- 
ization and as such all tendency toward individual or  minority 
domination, and its consequent evils, is not permissible. The 
most successful means of realizing this aim is the “one-man- 
one-vote” principle. In no case are truly cooperative organiza- 
tions conducted on the share-vote basis. Each member has 
only one vote regardless of the amount of capital which he may 
have contributed. Group discussion and action while slow, is 
more acceptable to farmers than dictation accompanied by in- 
jured feelings and consequent animosity. 

MANAGEMENT 
THE MANAGER 

The first essential for the efficient operation of any business 
is the manager. The knowledge and skill requisite to the 
proper management of a successful elevator, store, or  other 
undertaking, is not gained without considerable expense and 
time. Experience ripens the judgment and creates the buying 
and selling contacts and relationships which make the unusual 
manager so valuable. And yet i t  is the unusual manager who 
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has built up the outstanding successful cooperative companies. 
In spite of these facts few cooperative concerns in Kansas are 
paying sufficient salaries to attract managers of the caliber 
that is essential if cooperation is to be made the success which 
it could readily become. In the noted cases of cooperative en- 
deavor in Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, California, and many 
other regions, cooperative organizations have found that a 
manager who is worth while t o  a private business is even more 
valuable to a farmers’ cooperative concern. In these cases 
farmers have competed with private enterprises and have 
drawn away from them their most capable managers, who 
thereafter made cooperative business wonderfully successful. 
The secret of the change was the payment of salaries which 
attracted capable, experienced managers and which outbid 
others who desired the same services. 

Farmers in Kansas have failed to pay sufficiently high sal- 
aries. They have suffered the consequences in failing com- 
panies and lost capital. In the future there is ample justifica- 
tion for a more liberal attitude. Numerous instances  might 
be cited to show the effect of employing a capable manager 
who, in spite of the higher salary, was able to make substan- 
tial savings for  the farmers in place of heavy losses. As typical 
of common occurrences one may consider certain facts on the 
basis of an average cooperative elevator in Kansas handling 
annually approximately 125,000 bushels of wheat and 25,000 
bushels of other grains. A payment of $750 as manager’s 
salary amounts to a charge of only one-half cent a bushel. A
manager obtainable at such a low salary frequently, if not 
usually, makes losses of from $1,000 to $5,000. When such a
company has obtained the services of a thoroughly competent 
manager, savings  of from $3,000 and upward have often been 
made after paying the higher salary. Assuming that a $3,000 
salary would be required and that a saving of $3,000 is made 
in addition, the members of such an organization by increasing 
the cost for a manager from one-half of a cent to two cents per 
bushel, find that their savings account has been changed from 
a loss of two cents to a net gain of two cents per bushel. No 
cooperative undertaking which has an adequate volume of busi- 
ness can afford to hire any but competent managers. The best 
are none too good and are relatively cheap a t  much higher 
salaries than must be paid to attract them. Competent manag- 
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ers are not usually obtainable unless farmers are willing to pay 
more for them than a competitor. They can usually be secured 
if their competitive market salary is offered, 

ADEQUATE   CAPITAL 

The fortunes of business are such that a company is not con- 
fined entirely to methodical and regular development. Fre- 
quently unusual opportunity for expansion meets with the 
limitation of an inadequate supply of capital. In order to  meet 
all normal financial needs of the enterprise and, in addition, to
assume the responsibilities of unforeseen possibilities for ex- 
pansion, a cooperative organization, according to experienced 
cooperators, requires liberal provision for the actual raising o r  
borrowing of necessary funds at critical times. 

STANDARD ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 

Almost all cooperative companies are concerned with prob- 
lems of costs for labor, supplies, products, interest, disposition 
of savings, and many other items of income or expenditure. 
Records are therefore indispensable. The manager finds i t  is 
necessary to have accurate records which will give him a cor- 
rect understanding of the business. Without such facts he 
could not have information needed to answer correctly ques- 
tions about the costs of operation, the prices paid, the savings 
made, or any other specific inquiries. Furthermore, without 
complete records it would be impossible to determine how much 
of the savings should be returned to the different members. 

It is obvious that if a manager is worth while a system which 
indicates what he has done and aids in deciding what to do in 
the future, is also valuable. A standard system which gives 
facts that are directly comparable with the results obtained by 
other similar concerns is highly desirable and commendable. 
Such systems and standard accounting forms are obtainable 
from the Bureau of Markets, United States Department of 
Agriculture. 

Finally, in the more successful cooperative concerns the re- 
cords are regularly audited by expert accountants to see that 
any errors are located and that proper treatment is accorded. 
The manager himself is greatly aided by the auditing of the 
books because accurate knowledge of his methods and their re- 
sults gives greater confidence for the future, not only to the 
manager but to the patrons of the business as well.
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FEDERATION 

If each of the principles just mentioned has been faithfully 
applied, the local cooperative organization, without doubt, has 
the most favorable conditions to  attain success. As it happens 
however, a single local concern centering about one shipping 
point, no matter how successful, covers but a fraction of the 
existing route from producer to consumer. It, therefore, is 
able to make but a fraction of the savings which more complete 
cooperation, such as that attained by The California Fruit 
Growers Exchange, secures. The local company finds that its 
activities and possibilities for reducing the cost of operation 
and increasing the savings are confined almost entirely to a few 
functions such as receiving, preparing for  shipment, and for- 
warding products raised in the locality, or receiving and dis- 
tributing supplies to be consumed in the local territory. 

Many of the chief opportunities for benefit through coopera- 
tive organization lie in the fields which an individual local con- 
cern cannot hope to enter. By coopmation between a group 
or series of these small companies, however, it is possible to
jointly undertake and to benefit by federated buying and sell- 
ing. Such organizations as The California Fruit Growers 
Exchange and The Canadian Grain Growers and other large 
cooperative concerns are deriving a large share of their use- 
fulness and financial benefits from the terminalr or federated 
phases of their aggregate activities. Whenever a group of 
local enterprises reaches the stage where larger quantities of
products or supplies would facilitate greater economy in the 
assembling and exchange processes, federated activity becomes 
not only desirable, but is an actual necessity for further de- 
velopment of the services and returns which cooperation pro- 
mises for its patrons. To establish federations, the active offi- 
ciaIs of each local organization arrange for the same sort of 
cooperation among local units which has already been discussed 
pertaining to individual farmers. In other words, federation 
refers to the establishment of a cooperative organization 
among local cooperative associations to further enlarge their 
savings funds and thereby give farmers greater returns than 
could be obtained without federation. 
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EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENT BY 
COOPERATION 

There are numerous opportunities for  the further introduc- 
tion and development of cooperative endeavor among the 
farmers of Kansas. Practically the whole field fo r  federated 
action by local organizations is untouched. Without dealing 
extensively with this question there is abundant opportunity 
for the improvement of existing and the establishment of new 
local cooperative undertakings. The character of some of the 
possible lines of improvement or of new endeavor may be illus- 
trated by the elevator situation, the cream station business, 
livestock shipping, and farmers stores. 

ELEVATORS 

It is a well-known fact to those in charge of elevators that 
the cost of operation per bushel of grain decreases as the 
volume of business grows larger. While no facts have been 
gathered from Kansas elevators to show how rapidly costs go
down when volume of business goes up, figures on this point 
secured by Minnesota investigations 1 bring out the principle. 
These facts, presented in Table XI, indicate that if the business 
of the average elevator in the state amounting to not over 100,- 
000 bushels of grain could be doubled or trebled, there could be 
made a saving of 1 or more cents per bushel through reduction 
in operating expenses alone. If farmers only realized that 
greater loyalty to  their own companies and a larger member- 
ship could easily add this 1 cent a bushel to their savings they 
would probably be more enthusiastic. 
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Out of 702 Kansas towns in which elevators are located, 314 
have two or  more elevators. According to Table XII  probably 
not less than two-thirds of the grain handled by elevators in 
Kansas is marketed through towns each of which has two or 
more elevators and in which successful consolidation through 
cooperation would at least double the business per elevator. 
This alone would mean a saving of not less than $750,000 per 
year. The opportunities for future saving which would result 
from federation and from other developments, in addition to  
existing cooperative benefits, are worthy of more serious con- 
sideration from Kansas farmers. The very conservative char- 
acter of this conclusion is emphasized by the figures on pages 
64 to 56, which indicate that the average available quantity of 
grain per elevator, varies from less than 10,000 to more than 
275,000 bushels. In some sections, therefore, elevators are so 
short of grain that costs are exceedingly high per bushel, while 
in other regions a consolidation of elevators would greatly in- 
crease an already large average size of business. In either in- 
stance there is opportunity for further application of the 
cooperative principles. 

CREAM STATIONS 

In 1915 there were 2,020 cream stations located in 851 towns 
in Kansas. Through these stations farmers marketed approxi- 
mately four-fifths of the butterfat destined for butter-making 
purposes. The 21,500,000 pounds of butterfat thus marketed 
averaged 10,667 pounds per stat ion and each operator received 
an average commission of 2 cents per pound of butterfat. This 
represents one of the most expensive steps in the making of 
Kansas butter. A reduction could scarcely be made except by 
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enlarging the business of the average station. In Table XIII 
are presented facts showing the location of most of the Kansas 
cream stations. Only 282 towns had one station only, so that 
564 towns had 1,734 stations, o r  an average of more than three 
each. By consolidation through cooperation, so that one sta- 
tion would do the work of three, the volume of business could 
be increased from less than 11,000 pounds to over 30,000 
pounds of butterfat annually. The increase in business would 
so reduce expenses per unit that undoubtedly a cooperative con- 
cern could save a t  least 1  cent per pound on butterfat. Were 
the entire produce-handling business involving butter-fat, eggs, 
poultry, and the essential cold-storage facilities consolidated 
into the hands of one efficient cooperative concern, where a t  
present there are two or more competing enterprises, the sav- 
ings could easily be made still more worth while. 

LIVESTOCK SHIPPING 

The experience of Minnesota farmers in their cooperative 
livestock shipping1 indicates that 100 cars form an  adequate 
volume of business for successful cooperation. In fact, most of 
the associations there ship from 20 to 60 cars a year. The 
largest number shipped by any association was 204 cars. By 
cooperative shipping the costs have been reduced from $1 per 
hundred to 33 cents per hundred, thus saving 67 cents per hun- 
dred pounds live weight. In Table XIV is indicated the num- 
ber of cars of livestock shipped from a Kansas town of about 
8,000 population during 12 consecutive months. The farmers 
contributing these livestock lived within five miles of the ship- 
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ping point, and probably not more than half of the stock repre- 
sented individual carlot shipments from farmers. While there 
are probably only 25 to  50 shipping points in Kansas from 
which 400 or  more  cars of livestock are being shipped every 
year, there are likely hundreds of points from which at least 
100 cars are marketed, and 100 cars are ample for the mainte- 
nance of a very successful cooperative shipping association. 

GENERAL STORES 

While cooperative stores, as a rule, are not very successful, 
and represent one of the most complicated endeavors which 
farmers attempt to develop, there are a few facts which might 
be more widely known to  advantage. The ordinary Kansas 
rural community combining both farm territory and the trad- 
ing center, comprises not less than 100 square miles, In such 
an area there are not likely to be more than 200 farmers and 
their families. There may or  may not be the same number of 
residents within the local center itself. The actions of these 
town people with reference to the support of cooperative en- 
deavors initiated by farmers are uncertain and may therefore 
be disregarded. In such a community center there are rareIy 
less than two or three general stores competing for trade. The 
fourth store which farmers have so frequently established often 
fails to realize the farmers’ expectations. The cause of failure 
lies in the subsequent volume of business handled per store and 
the character of its management. 

Under Kansas conditions before the war the average farm
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family purchased $157.41 worth of food, $215.46 worth of
clothes, and $20.24 worth of fuel.1 This makes a total of 
$393.11 per farm family or $78,622 for 200 families. When 
this small volume of trade already handled by two or three con- 
cerns is further subdivided by a fourth concern, costs are 
necessarily raised and the dreams which prospective coopera- 
tion had stimulated soon vanish. Unless the establishment of 
a cooperative store means that the new enterprise will have a 
larger average volume of business than that previously exist- 
ing per store in town, the new concern merely accentuates for- 
mer unsatisfactory conditions. Every increase in the number 
of concerns which reduces the actual average size of stores 
merely increases overhead costs by further duplication in store 
buildings, lots, and partially idle store keepers or managers. As 
a result, the margins by which wholesale prices are increased 
to pay retail costs and provide profits are simply further en- 
larged and the otherwise possible savings are eliminated. Store 
experience indicates that cooperation in this line is very diffi- 
cult, and that it  is successful only when it effectively increases 
the volume of business and obtains more efficient management 
than previously existed. 

STEPS IN ORGANIZING 
The Kansas law dealing with the privilege and procedure of 

organizing cooperative associations and companies is printed 
and circulated by the secretary of state. Copies may be secured 
directly from that office. Any group of farmers who may have 
reached the stage in cooperative development where legal in- 
corporation becomes desirable, will find it convenient to write 
for information even before formally requesting incorporation. 

In a preliminary way persons interested in cooperative or- 
ganizations may find it convenient to refer to the following 
legal features which are included in sections 9, 12, 15, 16, and 
39-52, inclusive, of the “Summary of Kansas Corporation 
Laws,” issued by the secretary of state, June, 1917. For fur-  
ther convenience sectional references to the “General Statutes 
of Kansas,” 1915, are given. 

Following these extracts is presented a copy of a suggestive 
constitution and  by-laws which, for the most part, has been 
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successfully used in various sections of the state. Only such 
modifications have been made as would bring it into greater 
conformity with the ideals of the state law and of practical co-
operative development. 

LEGAL FEATURES 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS OF COOPERATIVE ORGANIZATIONS

Twenty or more persons, citizens of the United States, a majority of 
whom shall be residents of the s tate  of Kansas, may organize and in- 
corporate a cooperative corporation in the manner and form provided 
by law in other cases, for  the purpose and to the end of more successfully 
promoting and conducting a n y  business o r  industrial pursuit. (L. 1917, 
ch. 126.)

Every such corporation when so organized and incorporated may issue
stock to i ts  shareholders in  such amounts and with such limitations as
are hereinafter defined. The shareholders in any  such mutual or cooper- 
ative corporation shalI each have but one vote in all matters pertaining to 
the business of such corporation, without regard to the number of shares 
owned, and no shareholder may own to exceed 5 percent of the total 
capital stock of any  such cooperative corporation organized under the 
provisions of this act ;  and no such shareholder in any  cooperative cor- 
poration may own to exceed 5 percent of the  total capital stock of any 
other cooperative corporation; and no cooperative corporation shall own 
t o  exceed 5 percent of the total capital stock of any other cooperative 
corporation. (G. S. 1915, sec. 2300.) 

No corporation hereafter organized and doing business for a profit in 
this state shall be permitted t o  use the word cooperative as a p a r t  o f  i t s
corporate name, unless i t  shall have complied with the provisions of this
act ;  and any  corporation violating the requirements of this section may
be enjoined from doing business under such name, upon the complaint of 
any citizen of this state, and any corporation so incorporating shall use 
the word cooperative as a p a r t  of its corporate name or title. (G. S.
1915, sec. 2301.) 

Every such cooperative corporation, when organized and incorporated, 
shall enjoy all the rights, privileges, and powers not in conflict with the 
provisions of this act, as  are conferred by the statutes of this state on 
other cooperative corporations. (G. S. 1915, sec. 2302.) 

Any number of persons, not less than 20 who a r e  citizens of the state 
of Kansas, may associate themselves together as a cooperative corpora- 
tion for  the purpose of conducting any agricultural, dairy, mercantile, 
mining, manufacturing, or mechanical business on the cooperative plan. 
The title of such corporation shall begin with “the” and end with “asso- 
ciation,” “company,” “corporation,” “exchange,” “society,” or “union.” 
For  the purpose of this act  the “cooperative plan” shall be construed to 
mean a business concern tha t  distributes the net  profit of i ts  business by: 
First,  the payment of a fixed dividend upon i ts  stock; second, t h e  re- 
mainder of its profits a re  prorated to its several stockholders upon their 
purchases from or sales to  said concern or both such purchases and sales. 
(G. S. 1915, sec. 2306.) 
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They shall sign and acknowledge written articles of incorporation 
which shall contain: The name of the corporation;  the names and resi- 
dence of the persons forming the same; the purpose of the organization; 
the principal place of business; the amount of capital stock; the number 
of shares and the par  value of each share;  the  number of directors and 
the names of those selected for the first term; the time for  which the 
corporation is to  continue, not to  exceed 50 years. (G. S. 1915, sec. 2307.) 

The original articles of incorporation or a certified copy of the same 
shall be filed with the secretary of s tate  who shall re turn to the corpora- 
tion a certified copy of the same, with the date of filing and attested with 
the seal of his office, upon the  approval of t h e  charter board. (G. S. 1915, 
sec. 2308.) 

For filing the articles of incorporation and amendments thereto under 
this act  the same fees shall be paid to the secretary of state as i s  now 
required under the  general corporation law. (G.  S. 1915, sec. 2309.) 

No corporation organized under the provisions of this act shall com- 
mence business until at least 20 percent of its capital stock has  been paid 
for in actual cash, and a sworn statement to tha t  effect has  been filed with 
the secretary of state, and his receipt for the same shall be construed as 
a permit to  do business. (G. S. 1915, sec. 2310.) 

Every such association shall be managed by a board of not less than 
five directors. The directors shall be elected by and  f rom the stock- 
holders of the association at such times and for  such term of office a s  
the by-laws may prescribe, and shall hold office for  time for  which 
elected and until their successors a r e  elected and shall enter upon the 
discharge of their duties; but  the majority of the stockholders shall have 
power at  a n y  regular or special stockholders’ meeting, legally called, to 
remove any  director or official fo r  cause, and fill the vacancy, and there- 
upon the director so removed shall cease to  be a director of said associa- 
tion; provided, that  prior notice shall have been given to the stock- 
holder of such meeting and the object thereof. The officers of every 
such association shall be: A president, one or more vice presidents, a 
secretary, and a treasurer,  who shall be elected annually by the direc- 
tors ,  and each of said officers must be a director of the  association, ex- 
cept the secretary who may or  may not be a director. The office of 
secretary and treasurer may be combined, the person filling the office 
shall be secretary-treasurer. (G. S. 1915, sec. 2311.) 

Each corporation shall formulate by-laws prescribing the duties of 
the directors and officials; the manner of distributing the profits of its 
business; the manner of becoming a member; and such other rules and 
instructions to its officials and members as will tend to make the cor- 
poration a n  effective business organization. (G. S. 1915, sec. 2313.) 

Each corporation organized under the provisions of this  act  shall make 
a n  annual report to the  secretary of s tate  the same a s  is required of 
other corporations; provided, such cooperative corporation shall be re- 
quired to report the names of i ts  stockholders and the amount of stock 
owned by each for  such years only as may be required by the  secretary 
of state. ( G .  S. 1915, sec. 2314.) 

All cooperative corporations, companies, or associations heretofore 
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organized and doing business under prior statutes, or which have at- 
tempted to so organize and do business, shall have the benefit of all  of the 
provisions of this act, and be bound thereby on paying the fees provided 
for  in  this act  and filing with the secretary of state a written declaration 
signed and sworn to by the president and secretary to the effect that 
said cooperative company or association has  by a majority vote of its 
stockholders decided to accept the benefits of and be bound by the  pro- 
visions of this act. No association organized under this act  shall be re-
quired to do or  perform anything not specifically required herein, in 
order to become a corporation, o r  to continue its business as such. (G. S. 
2915, sec. 2315.) 

No corporation, association or  company now or hereafter organized 
or doing business fo r  profit in this s ta te  shall be entitled to use the  title 
“cooperative” a s  par t  of its corporate or other business name or  title, 
unless it h a s  complied with the provisions of this act; and any corpora- 
tion, association, or company violating the provisions of this section may 
be enjoined from doing business under such name at  the instance of any 
stockholder of any association legally organized hereunder. (G.  S. 1915, 
sec. 2316.) 

METHODS OF ORGANIZING

Persons seeking to form a private corporation under laws of the state 
of Kansas shall make application t o  the s tate  charter board, upon blank 
forms supplied by the secretary of state, fo r  permission to organize a 
corporation. The application shall set for th:  (1) The name desired for
the corporation. (2 )  The name of the post office where the  principal 
office or place of business is to be located. (3)  The full nature and char- 
acter of the business in  which the corporation proposes to engage. (4) 
The names and addresses of the proposed incorporators. (5) The pro- 
posed amount of the capital stock. Such statement shall be  subscribed 
by all of the proposed incorporators. (G.  S. 1915, sec. 2134.) 

The charter of a corporation must set  for th:  (1) The name of the 
corporation; (2 )  the  purposes fo r  which it is formed; (3) the  place or 
places where its business is  to be transacted; (4) the term for which it 
is to  exist; (5) the number of i t s  directors or trustees, and the names 
and residences of those who a r e  appointed for the  first year;  (6) the 
amount of its capital, if any, and the number of shares into which it is
divided; (7) the names and addresses of the stockholders, and the num- 
ber of shares held by each; and shall be subscribed and acknowledged by 
five or more of the stockholders, three of whom, at least, must be citizens 
of this state. (G.  S. 1915, sec. 2106.) 

Each application to  the charter board for  permission to organize a
domestic corporation or to engage in business in  this state as a foreign 
corporation shall be accompanied by a fee of $25 to be known as a n  
application fee; provided, tha t  the application of a mutual telephone 
company to engage in business in this s ta te  shall be accompanied by a fee 
of      $5 ; provided, that  corporations organized for religious, educational, 
or charitable purposes, having no capital stock, shall not be required to
pay such fee. (L. 1917, ch. 121, sec. 1.) 
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Every corporation hereafter organized under the laws of this state 
and every foreign corporation t h a t  may be authorized by the charter 
board to engage in business in  this state shall pay to the secretary of 
s tate  a fee of $2.60, to  be known as a filing and recording fee. (G. S. 
1915, sec  2116.) 

SUGGESTIVE CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS

ARTICLE I. NAME 

This association shall be called 

ARTICLE II. OBJECTS 

The objects of this association shall be to conduct any of the following 
enterprises for  the purpose of rendering service or making savings 
thereby: 

1. The conversion and disposal of all agricultural products by means 
of mills, elevators, markets, stores, and otherwise. 

2. Buying and shipping of grain. 
3. Cleaning grain fo r  its members and others. 
4. Manufacturing and marketing of dairy products. 
5. Buying and selling of coal, flour, fa rm supplies and other mer- 

chandise, including livestock, for  the mutual benefit of i ts  shareholders 
and any  other patrons. 

ARTICLE III. PLACE OF BUSINESS 

The office and place of business of this association shall be a t  
a n d  at such other places as the directorate shall select. 

ARTICLE IV. MEMBERSHIP 

Eligibility to membership in this association shall be limited to the 

1. Actual producers of fa rm products named in Article II.
2. Subscribers to  at  least one minimum contribution to the associa- 

3. Applicants signing this constitution and by-laws and giving such 

following: 

tion's capital. 

other information a s  may be required. 

ARTICLE: V. LIST OF SHAREHOLDERS 

A correct list, showing name, residence, post office, and number of
shares of each member, shall be kept by the secretary in the office of the 
association. This list shall be open to the inspection of all members; 
and no member shall be entitled to  a n y  interest, portion of savings, or 
vote unless his name appears on the list. 

ARTICLE VI. OFFICERS 

1. The officers of this association shall consist of eight directors, who 
shall elect from their number a president, treasurer,  and secretary, who 
shall hold their offices until their successors are duly elected and qualified; 
provided the secretary or a n  assistant secretary may be chosen from 
members outside the directorate. 
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2. T h e  directors shall select one or more members of the association 
to audit, or hire audited, all accounts once every year, or oftener if the 
directorate think necessary, and said auditing committee shall furnish 
a detailed statement showing amount and kind of business done during 
the last  year, and the approximate savings or loss for said period. A
complete invoice shall be taken at the close of the year, when the annual 
report is required by statute, and all  books and accounts shall be balanced 
to said date. 

ARTICLE VII. CAPITAL AND MINIMUM CONTRIBUTION 

1. The capital of this association shall be $- , divided into ---- 
shares of $- each. 

2. All shares shall be negotiable and transferable at  the option of the 
holder, subject to  approval of board of directors and purchase by the 
association, and all transfers must be recorded on the books of the asso- 
ciation. 

ARTICLE VIII. INTEREST ON CAPITAL 

Interest fixed at the r a t e  of 6 percent shall be paid on all capital, all
interest to become due and payable on or af ter  the annual settlement. 

ARTICLE IX. DISTRIBUTION OF SAVINGS 

Savings constitute the balance af ter  all expenses, including interest 
on the capital at  a fixed rate  of 6 percent have been paid. They shall be 
used f o r  the benefit of the entire membership in the following manner: 

1. Reserve Fund.-Twenty percent of the savings, if any, shall be 
kept in the treasury and carried on the books as  a reserve fund for  the 
payment of any unexpected losses not otherwise provided for. The re- 
serve fund may be invested or loaned to members. 

2. Educational Fund.-After the deduction of 20 percent of the total
savings for  purposes of a reserve fund, there shall be set aside a fur ther  
5 percent to  be known as a n  educational fund, to defray expenses of en- 
lightening the  members of the association by lecture or printed matter 
concerning the problems, difficulties, successes, and value of cooperation. 

3. Prorated Savings.-After setting aside the reserve and educational 
funds, the balance comprising 75 percent of the total savings, shall be 
prorated to  the members in proportion to their contributions to  the 
amount of business transacted. 

ARTICLE X. VACANCIES 

All vacancies on the board of directors shall be filled by the directorate, 
and such appointment shall extend to the next regular meeting of the 
association, when said vacancy shall be filled by the  association. 

ARTICLE XI. BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 

All questions at  a meeting of  t h e  directors shall be decided by a
majority vote. 

ARTICLE XII. MANNER O F  CONDUCTING BUSINESS

1. All money received on account of capital contributions or  shares, 
other contributions, or otherwise, shall be paid to the treasurer,  unless 
otherwise ordered by the directors, and said money shall be withdrawn 
only on the authority of the treasurer or business agent. 
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2. Such funds as the association may have, not needed for immediate 
use in the business of the association, or too meet accruing liabilities, 
shall, with the consent of the association given a t  any regular meeting, 
be invested by the directors. 

3.  The business of this association shall be conducted on a cash basis. 
4. All members of the association shall be given scrip showing the 

amount and kind of business transacted. Said scrip shall be turned in a t  
the time of annual settlement and shall be the basis for computing divi- 
dends. Any scrip lost or transferred shall be void and not binding on
the association, and all scrip must be presented within 60 days of the 
announcement of the annual settlement, and if not so presented shall be- 
come void. 

5. The business manager shall keep a sales book showing correct list 
of all sales, the amount and price of said sales, the name of purchaser 
and the kind of goods sold. This sales book shall be balanced daily, and 
shall show total sales for each day; and said sales book shall be kept 
open for the inspeetion of any member of the association. 

ARTICLE XIII. SECURITY 

Every person elected to office or employed in any capacity requiring 
the receipt, management, or expenditure of money or property, shall, be- 
fore entering upon the duties of his office, give such security a s  the 
board of directors shall require. 

ARTICLE XIV. ANNUAL MEETING 

1. The annual meeting shall be held the first Wednesday in December 

2. F i f ty  stockholders present in person or by proxy shall constitute 
of each year. 

a quorum to transact business. 

ARTICLE XV. SEAL 

This association shall have a seal. 
ARTICLE XVI. ELECTIONS 

All elections shall be by ballot. 
ARTICLE XVII. TENURE O F  OFFICE 

Four of the directors elected at the first annual meeting of this asso- 
ciation shall hold office for four-year terms, the others for two-year 
terms and all directors shall thereafter be elected for a term of four 
years. 

ARTICLE XVIII. STOCK OF DECEASED MEMBERS.

Upon the decease of any member of the association the directors m a y
repay to his legal representatives the face value of the capital shares 
owned by said member at the time of his death, together with all accrued 
interest and dividends, within twelve months after decease of said mem- 
ber. 

ARTICLE XIX. INTEREST ON DEPOSITS 

Any member of the association, a t  the discretion of the directors, may
be paid interest a t  the rate of 6 percent per annum, on any amount due 
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him on dividends or interest on capital shares or any other sums of
money he may deposit with the association. Said deposits must be 
represented by certificates of deposit, stating length of time said deposits 
shall run; provided, said deposits can be used by said association to ad- 
vantage. If no interest is paid or allowed on deposits they may be with- 
drawn at the option of the owner by giving 30 days’ notice. 

ARTICLE XX. VOTING 

Every member of this association shall be entitled to but one vote,
regardless of the shares owned by him or her. 

ARTICLE XXI. AMENDMENTS 

This constitution and by-laws may be amended or changed by a major-
ity vote of the shareholders present at any regular meeting. 
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Feed, flour, seed, vegetables, fruit ,  and various other commodities were 
bought and handled by a minor number of elevators varying from 29 
in the case of feed to 8 in the case of vegetables and fruit.

The estimated approximate value of the business transacted by ele- 
vators is  given below: 

C 

1 

MONEY SAVINGS THROUGH COOPERATION 

The savings returned to farmers af ter  paying at  least 6 percent on
capital and all other expenses varied from 1 cent to 10 cents per bushel. 
Details a re  given below: 

! 

Of 126 elevators only 22 limited membership in any way, 104  leaving 
membership open. 

Out o f  131 elevators, only 14 did not limit ownership of capital.  Of
117 elevators, 112 limited the number o f  shares to be owned by one man 
from 1 to 500 shares, while only 6 limited capital ownership to a percent 
of the total capital. The total amount o f  capital, the size of  shares, and 
the number subject to individual ownership are  essential points in this 
question in case the percent limit is not stated. 

Out o f  129 concerns, 99  pay interest on the capital shares, while  30 
do not. Of 117 reporting whether the rate  of interest is fixed or vari-
able, 79 have a fixed rate and 38 do not. 

Of 78 elevators reporting,  72 indicated that  the savings were returned 
to the patrons on the basis o f  the amount o f  business transacted for  
them by the elevator, while only 6 returned the savings according to the 
ownership o f  capital. 

The salaries of managers varied f rom $12 to $180 per month, or $144 
to $2,160 per year. Details are  given below: 
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